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Abstract
Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have proven to be useful tools for combina-
torial optimisation. However, they are still underutilised in facility layout problems
(FLPs). At the same time, RL research relies on standardised benchmarks such as the
Arcade Learning Environment. To address these issues, we present an open-source
Python package (gym-flp) that utilises the OpenAI Gym toolkit, specifically designed
for developing and comparing RL algorithms. The package offers one discrete and
three continuous problem representation environments with customisable state and
action spaces. In addition, the package provides 138 discrete and 61 continuous prob-
lems commonly used in FLP literature and supports submitting custom problem sets.
The user can choose between numerical and visual output of observations, depending
on the RL approach being used. The package aims to facilitate experimentation with
different algorithms in a reproducible manner and advance RL use in factory planning.

Keywords Combinatorial optimisation · Artificial intelligence · OpenAI · Production
management · Factory planning · Simulation

1 Introduction

Facility layout problems (FLP) are an important class of optimisation problems in
operations research (OR). The FLP constitutes a fundamental aspect of operations
research and industrial engineering, addressing the strategic arrangement of compo-
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nents within a facility to optimise efficiency, reduce costs, and amplify productivity.
The optimal layout design significantly impacts material flow, transportation costs,
and worker performance [1].

The FLP is NP-hard and has been tackled using an extensive array of modelling
and resolution techniques [1–4]. In recent years, the use of Machine Learning (ML)
techniques has experienced a surge for other important tasks in manufacturing, e.g.
[5–10]. Special consideration has been conveyed to Reinforcement Learning (RL),
a specific sub-class of ML, in manufacturing and supply chain research [11–14].
For combinatorial optimisation problems, provided sufficient training resources and
a supervised initialisation, RL approaches bear the potential to generalise on new
instances if the training was performed on a small distribution of the problem to
exploit its structure [15].

Building upon these insights, we infer that facility layout planning systems based on
RL will achieve a level of proficiency comparable to that of human layout planners.
A fundamental premise to consider is that the distinctive attributes of DRL, such
as the potent feature extraction and function approximation capabilities offered by
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), can potentially be harnessed and extended to
the realm of facility layout planning. Thus, when being trained on a sufficiently large
distribution of FLPs, the definition of which is yet to be made, trained DRL agents
might be able to make proposals for factory layouts while eliminating the need for
training new RL agents and modelling problems, thus facilitating and speeding up
facility layout planning.

To address this, we introduce an open-source Python package providing a stan-
dardised interface that allows researchers to leverage commonly used FLP benchmark
problems for training and testing RL algorithms in a comparable and reproducible
manner. Its purpose is not to compete with existing heuristics in FLP research but
to provide a curated set of both discrete and continuous well-studied FLP problems
known in literature to decrease the up-front modelling effort and to make it accessible
to an FLP research community interested in investigating the practical utility of RL
approaches in facility layout design.

The contribution of this paper is threefold: we service the FLP community with a
toolbox that (1) provides open-sourced environments for well-known benchmark FLP
problems and (2) presents an interface to these environments to reduce implementation
efforts, so as to (3) enable comprehensive benchmarking of FLP implementations
against readily available RL algorithms. Thus, we hope to assist in showing whether
RL can prove to be useful for FLP research and practitioners.

2 Facility Layout Problems

The central objective of Facility Layout Problems involves determining the optimal
spatial arrangement of workstations, departments, machines, or equipment within a
facility. This arrangement profoundly influences factors such as material handling
expenses, production time, worker movement, and overall facility utilisation. FLPs
encompass identifying the most favourable positioning of these components while
adhering to constraints such as space limitations, safety regulations, and workflow
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prerequisites [16, 17]. Typically, one central element of an FLP is to minimise the
transport intensity between facilities, given their pairwise flow relationships and dis-
tances. This transport intensity is commonly referred to as Material Handling Cost
(MHC). Thus, the general optimisation objective of an FLP regarding the MHC is
given as follows:

minimize : MHC =
n∑

i

n∑

j
i< j

fi j di j ci j (1)

where fi j denotes the flow relationship between facilities i and j , di j is the distance
between i and j , usually measured from their centre point, and ci j is a scaling factor
to account for different modes of transportation in between facilities.

A central aspect of solving Facility Layout Problems revolves around the math-
ematical formulation of the problem itself as the choice of formulation governs the
complexity of the solution. FLPs can be classified into discrete and continuous for-
mulations based on the treatment of spatial arrangement variables. In discrete FLPs,
the space is divided into a finite number of predefined locations, often termed grid
points or nodes. Each component or workstation is assigned to one of these discrete
locations. In continuous FLPs, the placement of components is treated as a continuous
variable, allowing flexibility in layout design. Components can be placed at any point
in the continuous space [1].

Discrete FLPs are often modelled as Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP). The
QAP deals with assigning a set of facilities to a set of locations in a way that
minimises the sum of weighted distances between facility pairs [18]. This combi-
natorial optimisation problem finds applications in fields ranging from manufacturing
to telecommunications.

Continuous FLPs, in turn, are modelled with various degrees of freedom: the
Flexible Bay Structure (FBS) notation has been created by Tong [19]. It allows the
departments to be located only in parallel bays with varying widths. Bays are bounded
by straight aisles on both sides, and departments are not allowed to span over mul-
tiple bays [20]. The width of the bays is determined by the cumulated area demand
of the facilities assigned to each one using the equation below [21]. The Slicing Tree
Structure (STS) decomposes irregular shapes into simpler rectangles, easing the lay-
out process. It involves iteratively partitioning a larger rectangular area into smaller
rectangles through horizontal and vertical cuts. This method aims to find an arrange-
ment of smaller rectangles that optimises the given layout objective [22]. Lastly, the
Open Field Layout Problem (OFP) involves designing the layout for facilities with
vast open spaces, such as warehouses or large manufacturing areas. The objective is to
optimise material movement and accessibility without the restrictions or constraints
that would be imposed by such arrangements as a single row or loop layout. Instead,
a key concern of the OFP is that facilities are to be arranged free of overlaps [23].

Historically, various strategies have been employed to tackle Facility Layout Prob-
lems, reflecting diverse problem formulations and solution methods [2]. Classical
techniques, such as the systematic layout planning (SLP) approach, emphasise human
factors, expertise, and experience to create efficient layouts. In the SLP approach,
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qualitative and quantitative considerations are combined to generate layout alterna-
tives. However, suchmethodsmight fall short in complex environmentswith numerous
variables and constraints [24].

Other prominent approaches are mathematical optimisation techniques like integer
programming, genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, and particle swarm optimi-
sation. These methods leverage computational power to systematically search for
optimal or near-optimal solutions, taking into account various constraints and objec-
tives simultaneously. These algorithms have proven effective in generating layouts
that minimise transportation costs, minimise material handling time, and maximise
facility throughput [25].

More recent approaches make use of ML tools. Despite some evidence of using
Artificial Neural Networks in the facility planning approach, see for instance [26–28],
a recent study has shown thatMLmethods, and RL specifically, have seen comparably
little use in FLP research [4]. This is remarkable since RL has been employed to solve
several real-life industry-related problems such as electric energy storage systems
[29], job-shop scheduling [5, 6, 30, 31], autonomous guided vehicle routing [32], or
the travelling salesman problem [33]. Contrary to this lack of application evidence,
recent work [34–40] demonstrates the need for and interest in the application of RL
to FLPs.

3 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning has gained prominence due to significant research advance-
ments in creating learning agents capable of excelling in virtual arcade game
environments [41]. RL, most notably its deep learning variant for higher order prob-
lems, Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL), has been demonstrated to outperform
expert human players in board games [42] and computer games by learning merely
from visual input [41].

In RL, an agent learns to maximise a reward signal by exploratively interacting
with its environment. The goal of the agent is to learn a policy that maps states of
the environment to actions in such a way as to maximise the expected discounted
cumulative rewards over time:

Eπ [Rt ] = Eπ [
∞∑

i=1

γ i rt+i ] (2)

where γ ∈ (0, 1] is a discount factor that governs whether rewards at later training
progress are treated myopic or farsighted.

A reinforcement learning problem can be formally defined as a Markov decision
process (MDP) which mathematically translates problems into a sequential decision-
making process. An MDP consists of:

• A set of states, S, that represent the possible configurations of the environment.
• A set of actions, A, that the agent can take in each state.
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Fig. 1 Representation of the
MDP [43]

• A reward function, R : S × A− > R, which assigns a reward to each state-action
pair.

• A transition function, T : S × A− > S, which specifies the next state that results
from taking a given action in a given state.

The agent begins in an initial state and at each time step t, selects an action a
according to a policy π and transitions to a new state. The reward at each time step
is determined by the state-action pair and the resulting state is determined by the
transition function [43]. A representation of the MDP is shown in Fig. 1.

In reinforcement learning, there are two main approaches to learning a policy:
model-based and model-free.

Model-based RL involves learning a model of the environment, which allows the
agent to make predictions about the consequences of its actions. With this model, the
agent can plan its actions using a search algorithm such as value iteration or policy
iteration. The advantage of model-based RL is that it can learn an optimal policy
more efficiently since it can use its model to predict the outcomes of actions and plan
accordingly. However, it can be difficult to learn an accuratemodel of the environment,
especially if the environment is complex or the state space is large. Model-free RL,
on the other hand, does not involve learning a model of the environment. Instead,
the agent directly learns a policy by interacting with the environment and receiving
rewards. Model-free reinforcement learning is simpler to implement and can learn
directly from raw sensory data, but it can take longer to learn an optimal policy
compared to model-based methods [43].

Two other fundamental approaches within RL are value-based and policy-based
methods. Value-based methods focus on estimating the value of taking various actions
in different states. They aim to learn a value function, such as the Q-function in Q-
learning,which assigns a value to each state-action pair. Agents thenmake decisions by
selecting actions with the highest estimated value. In contrast, policy-based methods
aim to directly learn the optimal policy, which is a mapping from states to actions.
Instead of estimating the value of actions, policy-basedmethods adjust the policy itself
to maximise the expected cumulative reward [43].

Furthermore, reinforcement learning algorithms can be categorised into on-policy
and off-policy methods. On-policy algorithms learn and improve the policy they cur-
rently follow. This means that the data used for learning must be collected using the
current policy, which can limit exploration. Off-policy algorithms, on the other hand,
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allowan agent to learn fromdata generated by adifferent policy, enablingmore efficient
exploration and potentially better sample efficiency. Popular examples of off-policy
algorithms include Q-learning and off-policy actor-critic methods [44].

4 Leveraging Reinforcement Learning for Facility Layout Problems

In the contemporary landscapeof optimisation challenges, the paradigmofRLemerges
as a compelling alternative to tackle the intricacies of FLPs. With an inherent capacity
to learn, adapt, and optimise over time, RL brings to the fore a dynamic approach that
resonates with the multi-faceted nature of FLPs.

A hallmark of RL is its intrinsic inclination toward exploration and exploitation.
This trait holds profound relevance in the context of FLPs,where sub-optimal solutions
might often be disguised as local optima. RL algorithms can navigate this challenge by
leveraging exploration mechanisms, thereby unearthing novel layout configurations
that can lead to substantial performance enhancements. Adaptive heuristics embedded
within RL techniques continuously refine strategies, ensuring a balance between tried-
and-tested methods and novel explorations.

Yet another distinctive characteristic of RL,more preciselyDRL, is the utilisation of
ConvolutionalNeuralNetworks (CNNs) as describedby [45].CNNsexcel at extracting
spatial features from structured data. FLPs involve spatial configurations of various
components such as layout maps or images depicting the facility. By integrating CNNs
into the Reinforcement Learning framework for FLPs, CNNs can learn to generalise
spatial patterns from one facility layout to others, enhancing the transferability of
learned policies. This can be particularly valuable in scenarios where similar layout
structures occur across different facilities.

One key challenge to be addressed is to design the problem representations and
underlying Markov Decision Processes (MDP) in a way that they can accommodate
different sorts of problem types and become less sensitive to problem sizes. By submit-
ting fixed-size input information to the RL agent, i.e. an image with the same amount
of pixels in both directions regardless of the number of facilities, one is able to assume
control over the state space dimensionality.

The underlying hypothesis driving the development of this software tool is that the
synergy between spatial feature extraction and policy optimisation can lead to more
accurate, adaptive, and efficient solutions. CNNs empower RL agents to navigate the
complexities of spatial arrangement while accounting for visual cues and correlations
inherent in facility layouts.

The Python package presented herein aims to achieve this synergy by providing
a visual representation of the FLP to the RL agent. We do so by encoding the flow
intensity matrix, both row and colour-wise, in the colour channels of an image. The
flow intensity matrix contains information on both the flows and distances from Eq.2
where rows can be interpreted as flow sources and columns as sinks, respectively. By
encoding the flow intensity information, the RL algorithm should be able to abstract
structural information of the problem. That is, the machine with the lowest transport
flows both in- and out-bound will be shown as dim red (e.g. RGB=(40, 0, 0)) whereas
machines with higher transport relationships will move closer to purple or even white
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the concept of embedding FLP information in visual representations to make them
digestible by Convolutional Neural Networks. Image adapted from [41, 47]

((40, 255, 255) or (255, 255, 255)). Figure2 visualises this concept, the details ofwhich
are outlined in Section 5.3. This functionality, coupled with the respective reward
assignment, should enable an RL agent to—at least—reproduce basic heuristics, such
as ‘place the machine with highest flows in the centre and arrange all others around
it’, similar to the triangular placement method of [46].

As [48] have pointed out, a key objective for using DRL in manufacturing research
and practice is to reduce manual involvement. With facility layout planning typically
being a highly manual process, the exceptional representation learning capabilities of
CNNs combined with the adaptive heuristics inherent to RL techniques can position
them as a transformative force in contemporary FLP research.

5 Tying it Together: The gym-flp Library for Using RL on FLPs

5.1 The Backbone: OpenAI Gym

In this section, we introduce the Python package gym-flp that can be used to train
Reinforcement Learning agents on common or custom FLP instances. This software
library is at https://github.com/BTHeinbach/gym-flp.

The library we propose in this work is based on OpenAI Gym, a toolkit designed
for developing and comparing RL algorithms. Gym provides researchers with access
to benchmarks for training agents in the form of environments [49]. These environ-
ments include control problems, arcade games, and robotics. The availability of such
benchmarks has played a significant role in advancing the field of RL [50]. In fact,
open-source libraries in general play a vital role in evaluating innovations in the field
of algorithms using benchmarks on a variety of problems [51].

While originally developed for RL research, there are several examples of howOpe-
nAI Gym has been used to address real-world research questions, such as controlling
power systems on grid [52, 53] or on building level [54], job-shop scheduling prob-
lems [55], simulated robotic motion (e.g. pick-and-place operations) [56], industrial
process control (e.g. valve settings for gas turbines or pitch angles and rotor speeds
for wind turbines) [50], or communication technology optimisation [57].
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The potential for OpenAI Gym in OR has also been recognised: [58] published
OR-Gym, a Gym-based library that features the commonOR problem types knapsack,
bin packing, supply chain, vehicle routing, news vendor, portfolio optimisation, and
travelling salesman problems. Similar to the contribution presented herein, they aim
to encourage further development and integration of RL into optimisation and the
OR community while also opening the RL community to many of the problems and
challenges that the OR community has been wrestling with for decades. Nonetheless,
despite being a special problem in OR research, their library does not support FLPs.

The examples given above provide substantial evidence that OpenAI Gym is a pru-
dent choice for creating frameworks for RL usage in FLP research. For our intended
purposes, we reversed the Gym logic by putting the development focus on the envi-
ronments rather than the algorithms by encouraging the use of collections of common
RL algorithms, such as Stable Baselines [59] or Ray [60]. Effectively, we assert that
this can speed up RL research on FLPs since, as a first step, researchers can resort to
selecting a resolution technique from a well-established suite of algorithms to use on
their problems before having to develop new or amend existing algorithms.

5.2 Package Structure

The implemented environments in this work are Python classes that inherit from the
OpenAI Gym base class gymEnv and follow the same conventions regarding required
class methods. This is because certain RL algorithm frameworks include a method for
checking that the inputs and outputs of the environment are compatiblewith the agents.
Figure3 shows the outline of the package topography, the explanations ofwhich follow
thereafter.

5.3 Implementation Details

For an FLP to be solved using RL, its components need to be translated into the key
concepts of an MDP as introduced in Section 3.

5.3.1 Observation Spaces

There are two modes for designing the observation space: rgb_array and human.
The mode can be specified when initialising the environment.

In ’human’mode, the observation for a discrete Facility Location Problem (FLP)
is a permutation vector of size n, sampled randomly without replacement, where n
is the problem size of the instance. The permutation vector represents the available
locations (numbered consecutively) and the assignedmachines. The assumption is that
every facility can be assigned to any location. Further restrictions can be implemented
by those interested in this functionality.

For continuous FLPs, the observation includes centre point coordinates (x, y),
length (l), and width (w) information for each facility in i = 1...n, resulting in an
observation space of 4 ∗ n. The range of possible values for an observation is deter-
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Fig. 3 gym-flp package
structure. Module init files were
omitted
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mined using the Box space and is based on problem instance information in the
_ _init_ _ function.

One of the main motivations of the authors is to teach RL algorithms to rearrange
factory plants using visual input alone, similar to the early advances in RL research
on arcade games [45]. To facilitate this, we provide the rgb_array mode, in which
observations are treated as images with dimensions corresponding to the sizes of the
plants. The allowed values for the third dimension are limited to the range [0, 255],
and the observation is normalised (divided by 255 to have values in [0, 1]) when using
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) policies. The baseline algorithms implemented
in Stable-Baselines3 and RLlib use predefined filter sizes, so the plant sizes may need
to be adjusted accordingly on occasion. For example, the CnnPolicy in Stable-
Baselines3 requires observed images to be at least 36 by 36 pixels in size.

To facilitate feature extraction in CNN-based policies and make all facilities on
the plane identifiable, we encode certain information in the RGB colour space of the
observation images. The index i of a facility is encoded on the red channel, while the
row sums of the flow matrix F (representing how much a facility is a flow source) are
embedded in the green channel and the column sums of F (i.e. the sinks) are written
into the blue channel. The underlying idea is that facilities with higher green and blue
values have stronger flow relationships andmay be located at the centre of all facilities,
potentially allowing an RL algorithm to learn this rule through intuition or heuristics.

Figure4 shows a visual representation of the rgb_array observations for each
environment.

Note that the observation mode has an impact on the policy used by the algorithm.
For instance, the use of human mode forbids using CnnPolicy as convolutional
filters do not work on one-dimensional arrays.

5.3.2 Action Spaces

Defining proper action spaces is likely to be as crucial in RL as reward engineering.
This section explains the predefined implementations, yet we encourage all interested
researchers to amend the actions for their respective purposes.

Aside from Box used for the observation spaces, gym.Spaces provides sev-
eral other spaces, e.g. Discrete, MultiDiscrete, Dict, Tuple, Graph,
MultiBinary, Sequence and Text. To define the possible range of actions,
gym-flp currently uses Box, Discrete, and MultiDiscrete.

Table 1 shows which spaces are supported in the respective environments.
In qap-v0, the action space represents a pairwise exchange mechanism, where

two facilities i and j will swap their currently assigned locations. We also supply a
swap (i, j) to provide an action to remain in the current state. Since the swap (i, j) is
identical to ( j, i), the size of the action space is given as n − n ∗ 0.5 + 1.

fbs-v0 incorporates five discrete actions: Permute swaps two random positions
in permutation vector, Bit Swap flips the value (0/1) of one random element in the
bay break vector. With Bay Exchange, two randomly selected bays exchange their
facilities. Inverse inverts the order of facilities in a randomly selected bay, and Idle
does nothing, again to provide the agent with an action that allows it to remain in a
state it deems optimal.
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Fig. 4 Examples for environment renderings. The text in brackets describes the instance used

sts-v0 uses five discrete actions as well. In addition to Permute and Idle, the
action space uses Slice Swap (swap two random positions in slicing order), Bit Swap
(change slicing orientation at random position) and Shuffle (Create new random slicing
order).

Todate, the action spaces forofp-v0 are themost comprehensive.TheDiscrete
variant is a 1-D array of size 4 ∗ n + 1, where each facility can take any step in the
north, east, south, or west direction at a step size that defaults to 1 but can be passed
differently upon initialisation. The single additional action is again used as a way to
retain the current state. The MultiDiscrete action space folds the four actions
into a 5× n 2-D array. Here, all facilities are moved simultaneously in any of the four

Table 1 Summary of currently supported action spaces per environment

Environment Discrete Multi-Discrete Box Box (simultaneous)

qap-v0 � - - -

fbs-v0 � - - -

ofp-v0 � � � �
sts-v0 � - - -
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directions. The idle action is appended as the fifth option to every dimension. Lastly,
there are two options using a Box space. Both of them use Cartesian coordinates on
the factory plant ranging from point (0, 0) to (Y , X), with Y and X corresponding to
the plant width and length, respectively. The Box spaces differ in that facilities can
be moved sequentially or simultaneously. This decision is passed upon initialisation
using the boolean argument multi.

5.3.3 Reward Computation

The reward engine comprises up to three different components, depending on the
environment and action space used. Since QAP, FBS and STS are collision-free and
within defined plant bounds, these environments only handle material handling cost
(MHC).

The flows between facilities are stored in the package. The distance metric for con-
tinuous problems can be set upon initialisation with the options rectilinear, Euclidean
and squared-Euclidean, where rectilinear is the default value. MHC computation is
invoked as an instance of the sub-module rewards.mhc.

An intricacy to consider is that common RL approaches attempt to maximise cumu-
lative reward whereas the goal in FLP is to minimise transport cost. At the same time,
the reward signal should enable generalisation and avoid reward gaming (i.e. the
exploitation of an unintended loop-hole) as described in [34]. To address these points,
we have set up the reward component for MHC as a moving target. In every step, we
compare the MHC at time step t MHCs(t+1) with the best known MHC MHCbest of
the current episode. A reward of 1 is assigned if the newMHC is lower, or 0 otherwise,
see Eq.3. Then, MHCbest is overwritten accordingly.

rMHC =
{
1, if MHCs(t+1) < MHCbest

0, otherwise
(3)

For the OFP environment, layout feasibility needs to be taken into account. In
contrast to the environmentswhere locations are determined, OFP needs to incorporate
non-overlapping constraints. We, therefore, define the penalty term pcollision (see
Eq.4) that collects a penalty of 1 if one facility intersects the union of the remaining
ones.We choose a value of 2 to prevent a sparse reward signal for actions that improved
MHC (+1) but resulted in a collision.

pcollision =
{
2 if Fi ∩

(⋃i−1
j=1 Fj ∪ ⋃n

j=i+1 Fj

)
�= ∅

0 otherwise
(4)

Finally, the variants that rearrange facilities with a movement with a given step
size (Discrete and MultiDiscrete) are at risk of moving facilities beyond the
plant boundaries resulting in entering a state beyond the state space. Such actions
are penalised in two ways: the current episode is terminated (similar to a game-over
situation in arcade games) and a penalty pof f−grid of 10 is assigned so as to overrule
possible positive rewards from MHC and to be free of collisions, see Eq.5.
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pof f −grid =
{
10 if st+1 /∈ S

0 otherwise
(5)

In consequence, the total reward per step (in OFP) is given as:

r = rMHC − pcollision − pof f−grid (6)

Reward engineering is said to be one of the most important tasks in RL research.
Therefore, all researchers usinggym-flp are encouraged to redefine the reward com-
putation according to their respective needs and suitable for their problems in question.
For instance, additional reward or penalty terms can be defined inside gym-flp.

5.3.4 Agent

This package uses Stable Baselines 3 [59] as the framework for RL and the algorithms
it currently supports (as of version 1.8.0). Thus, the algorithms available off-the-shelf
in gym-flp are

• Deep Q-Networks (DQN) [45]
• Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [61]
• Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) [62]
• Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDGP) [63]
• Twin-Delayed DDPG (TD3) [64], and
• Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [65]

Prior to training, hyper-parameters for the algorithm are loaded from the algo-
conf.json file located inside ./algorithm/config/. The hyper-parameters are
the baseline values as stored in the Stable Baselines 3 classes. These can be altered by

(a) Manually changing the parameters in the configuration file by navigating to the
source folder

(b) Passing the parameter values along with train.py, see Section 6.2

When choosing option b), parameters can be passed as a single value for one-off
training (see Section 6.2.4) or as two values describing the lower and upper bound for
an optimisation run (see Section 6.2.5).

5.3.5 Environment

The environment is the heart of the package and contains the state transition dynamics
for the observation and action spaces defined above. The environment follows theGym
convention and thus contains the functions _ _init_ _(), reset(), step(), and
render().

Environments in Gym are typically episodic, i.e. they usually possess a terminal
state that aborts an episode and resets the environment. One such terminal state in the
context of FLPs could be the optimal state of the layout given the objective function.
However, the implementation assumes that no optimum is known a priori. Therefore,
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the gym-flp environments are designed as continuous tasks. To nonetheless enable
the use of episode-based callbacks and evaluations, episodic behaviour needs to be
mimicked. We have therefore included the following termination criteria:

• An action leads to a state outside of the state space (applies mostly to OFP)
• No improvement of MHC has been made in a number of consecutive steps

The first criterion prevents the agent from learning actions that produce infeasible
layouts and are penalised accordingly, see Section 5.3.3. The second criterion assumes
that the agent has reached a region close to a (local) optimum.

6 Usage

This section provides basic examples of how to use the described package with
Reinforcement Learning approaches. Following some installation hints, we provide
execution commands for training and tuning scripts provided with the package.

6.1 Installation

The procedures below were tested on a Windows 10 OS and assume the usage of an
Anaconda, Pycharm or Visual Code distribution. gym-flp requires Python with a
version starting from 3.7. The following ways exist to install the package.

6.1.1 PyPi Installation

Gym-flp supports PyPi installation which is the most straightforward means of
installation. The package can be conveniently installed by opening a terminal window
in the Python home directory and running the command:

pip install gym−flp

The use of virtual environments, such as virtualenv, conda or pipenv is highly
encouraged.

6.1.2 Installation from GitHub

The next option is to directly install the package from the GitHub source. This can be
achieved by opening a command terminal and running the command:

pip install git+git://github.com/BTHeinbach/gym−flp.git

6.1.3 Cloning GitHub Repository

If all else fails, navigate to the GitHub repository under https://github.com/
BTHeinbach/gym-flp and download the .zip package to a destination folder of your
choosing. Next, open up a terminal, navigate to the destination folder using the com-
mand cd and type the command below (Note the full-stop after the space). This will
install the package in editable development mode, allowing easier changes to it.
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pip install −e .

The examples below demonstrate the usage and results.

6.2 Basic ExperimentWorkflow

According to the experiment workflow presented in Fig. 5, in the current version of
gym-flp, researchers have the following experimental design options:

• Common problem instance or custom problem
• One-off or optimisation
• Meta-Study or algorithm tuning

The core of the package are the ‘train’ and ‘evaluate’ blocks. Train will call evaluate
from within to test the agent on the new instance of the environment. But, both can be
called individually from a command line interface. Calling ‘evaluate’ independently
can be useful to test an agent with different random seeds.

The training scripts will create a model according to the script name and the argu-
ments passed. Finally, when training is completed, the program will run one episode
in the environment until termination and log reward and MHC per step for evalua-
tion. The Tensorboard logs, final and (if applicable) intermediate models, experiment
JSON files, and GIFs from the evaluation run are stored in respective sub-folders in
algorithm by default.

The algorithm scripts make use of Stable Baselines 3 and especially the built-in
callback functionality. An evaluation callback will assess the training performance
every 10,000 steps for 10 episodes and save a checkpoint of the model if a new best
mean reward has been achieved. In the script’s evaluation process, the model at the
end of training and the best model are used simultaneously.

Since RL algorithms are generally prone to be sample-inefficient and training can
take a long time, especially on large problem sets or if parallelisation is not possible, we
included theStopTrainingOnNoModelImprovement callbackwhichobserves
the results of the evaluation callback andwill abort the training run if no newbestmodel
could be foundwithin a predefined time frame (default: three consecutive evaluations).

6.2.1 Experiment Input Options Overview

Gym supports passing optional arguments to the environment. We make use of this
opportunity to provide the FLP researcher with more flexibility and less need to access
the environments’ code for changes. These arguments are technically optional, yet
some of them are critical for the behaviour of the environment, and failing to pass
them may result in errors being thrown or otherwise unexpected behaviour. Figure6
summarises the implementation details from Section 5.3.

For training RL algorithms, gym-flp provides executable scripts under the pack-
age directory algorithms that can be executed via IDE or using a command line
interface such as a regular terminal in Windows. The available parameters along with
their permissible values are shown below. The default value is highlighted in boldface.
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Fig. 5 Basic gym-flp workflow with decision gates
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Fig. 6 Morphological Box of experimentation options supported as of gym-flp 0.2.0

• ‘mode’ (human or rgb_array): controls whether observations are output as 1D
or 2D arrays.

• ‘instance’ (instance name as string): the instance to be used. If no instance is
passed or if it is misspelled, the environment will prompt for new input and provide
an environment-specific list of available problem sets.

• ‘env’ (qap − v0, f bs − v0, sts − v0 or of p− v0): the environment id to train in
• ‘distance’ (rect i l inear , euclidean or squared−euclidean): the distancemetric
to be used for MHC calculations

• ‘step_size’: controls displacement length for discrete steps in of p − v0. Without
effect in other environments. Defaults to 1.

• ‘box’: if passed, will create an actions space of type Box. If omitted, a Discrete
space is created instead.

• ‘multi’: if passed, will create a variant of the action space defined by the argument
‘box’ that supports simultaneous displacements.

• ‘train_steps’: integer value for the number of steps to take in the environment.
Defaults to 100.000.

• ‘num_workers’: integer value for the number of parallel environments (where the
algorithm provides it). Defaults to 1.

• ‘algo’: Name of the algorithm used for logging. If omitted, the program will use
the script name instead

• ‘randomize’: If set,reset()will assign facilities to random locations. If omitted,
machines will be distributed in a reproducible manner
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6.2.2 Using Problem Sets from Literature

To perform studies that compare the performance of RL approaches to that of solu-
tions presented in contemporary literature, we provide the flow (and distance or area)
information for problems commonly used in literature. We implemented 138 QAPs
available from the QAPLIB [66] and a plethora of continuous problems which were
taken from the compilation of [67].

It is important to note that all continuous problems are available for the respective
implementations as explained in Section 5.3, but their suitability may vary. For exam-
ple, problem sets where the available plant space matches the sum of facility areas
may not be suitable for the greenfield scenario, as the environment may fail to find
a collision-free layout. On the other hand, instances where area requirements greatly
undershoot plant space availability may result in empty spaces in the RGB image rep-
resentations, which can hinder computation efficiency when using image recognition
policies.

For all problem sets, we deliberately chose not to include currently known lowest
bounds or optimal solutions from academic literature as we consider these a ‘moving
target’ with no true added value for this package. The reason is that we intend to also
solve real industry problems without any solution known a priori. However, we note
and explicitly encourage any interested researcher to adapt the open-source package
by, for instance, implementing an episodic approach that terminates upon reaching the
state representing the best known layout.

The available problem sets are tabulated in the readme.md of the package.

6.2.3 Working with Custom Problems

New FLP instances can be loaded at run-time by providing flows and distances or
dimensions (depending on which type of problem representation is chosen). The gym-
flp import engine accepts text files of the types .json, .txt and .prn.

When passing the value ‘custom’ to the argument ‘instance’ upon starting the
training, the user will be prompted to provide the desired problem size and the file to
read. This happens twice during training (training and evaluation environment) and
during testing (final model and best model environment). The second input allows
users to provide an evaluation instance that is different from the training instance to
test the agent’s performance on new information.

In the background, the EnvBuilder processor will attempt to make sure the input
file is not ill-structured. The input engine expects the flow information to come first.
Ideally, text files are supplied as numeric values only with connections, e.g. f0,0... fn,n

separated by a white space, given as one line per machine, separated by a line feed.
JSON files, on the other hand, are more complicated to engineer, but easier to parse
by the engine. A .json should be structured as per the listing below. Alternatively,
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the connections j for each i , i.e. the columns of the matrices, can be given as a list
following the key ‘i’. The input engine will further attempt to deduce all necessary
information required for the gym-flp environment. That is, if only area data are
provided with the input file, the engine will make facilities square or rectangular with
integer side lengths. If no plant dimensions are supplied, the engine will return an
area that is twice the size of what is occupied by the specified facilities. Furthermore,
the program will raise an exception and terminate if it detects distance information in
inputs supplied to a continuous environment, or spatial information fed into a discrete
environment, respectively.

For further details on structuring custom input files, readers are referred to the
gym-flp repository, where downloadable examples are provided.

1 {
2 ‘f’:
3 {
4 ‘0’:
5 {‘0’: f0,0,
6 ...
7 ‘n’: f0,n}
8 ‘n’:{‘0’: fn,0,
9 ...

10 ‘n’: fn,n}
11 }
12 }

6.2.4 Example 1: One-Off Training

This example represents an atomic version of algorithm training with a single train-
ing run followed by one evaluation run. We train once with 100,000 and once with
1,000,000 steps to compare the effect of increasing the training budget. To train using
PPO we invoke the respective scripts from a terminal as follows:

python train.py −−algo ppo −−distance euclidean

and

python train.py −−algo ppo −−distance euclidean −−train_steps 1000000

The results of 100,000 training steps can be found in Fig. 7a. One can observe a
steady improvement ofMHC for about 80 evaluation steps. Afterwards, it is likely that
the agent had not yet processed a sufficient amount of training observations, leading
it to propose a series of actions that do not yield improvements and eventually run
into a termination criterion. With an increased training budget (Fig. 7b), the agent
achieves even lower MHC values. In addition to this, we see a plateau starting at
around 100 evaluation steps after which the evaluation stops due to not improving for
five consecutive steps.
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Fig. 7 Results of an evaluation run in ofp-v0 for 100,000 and 1,000,000 training steps in the instance P6

6.2.5 Example 2: Tuning Hyper-parameters with Optuna

The gym-flp training script leverages Optuna [68]. Optuna can, for instance, be used
to optimise hyper-parameters of agents before submitting them to longer trials.

To do so, any parameter present in the algorithm configuration file can be passed
to the training script with two values which will be interpreted as lower and upper
bound in that order. The program runs 20 iterations by default, other values can be
passed with tune_runs. The optimisation procedure is set up to use the relative
improvement of MHC (MHC at the start—MHC at the finish) per each trial and
attempts to maximise this value. The listing below shows an example for optimising
the PPO hyper-parameter learning_rate.

python train.py −−algo ppo −−instance P12 −−learning\_rate 1e6 1e2

It should be noted that RL training, especially with larger problem sets, tends to
require many training steps before convergence sets in (e.g. the common instance P6
shows converging behaviour after around 1 million training steps). While it is possible
to pass optimisation bounds for all hyper-parameters simultaneously to mimic a full-
factorial design of experiment (DoE), it is highly unlikely that this approach will yield
any meaningful results in a satisfactory time frame.

6.2.6 Example 3: Meta-study

Optuna is further useful to conduct comprehensive studies to examine the effects
of using different algorithms or, as originally intended with gym-flp, changes to
environment design. The listing below demonstrates an experiment that performs one
training run for instance P12 with 1,000,000 training steps for the three algorithms
PPO, DQN and A2C (in the given order). The results of the evaluation runs for all
three algorithms can be seen in Fig. 8.

python train.py −−instance P12 −−train\_steps 1e6 −−algo ppo dqn a2c
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Fig. 8 Evaluation result of training three RL algorithms on the instance P12 for 1M steps each. It can be
observed that PPO yields the best results given identical hyper-parameters as it achieves the lowest MHC

Of course, this approach can be used in conjunction with Section 6.2.5. In this case,
the Optuna trial will begin by suggesting the input training values and consecutively
submitting them to the algorithms passed along as a list. If any of the hyper-parameters
passed are not supported by the algorithms, the input values will not have any effect.
No warnings are thrown in this case, so special care must be taken when designing
experiments.

6.2.7 Example 4: Beyond the Package

Instead of using the experiment workflow that is built-in into gym-flp, users can of
course write their own scripts for training. This is especially recommendedwhen using
RL frameworks other than StableBaselines 3, such asRay or a custom implementation.
To achieve this, the environment side of gym-flp can be used stand-alone. A generic
script as a starting point is given below in Algorithm 1.

In the context of operations research, it can be useful to replace steps 9 and 20 by
other algorithmic approaches from the field. Taking theOFP as an example, the internal
observation can be accessed at any time, too, simply by calling env.internal_state. The
internal observation corresponds to the state output in humanmode and is a vector of
size 4×n that holds the coordinates and dimensions of each facility (see Section 5.3.1).
That information could be encodeddifferently outsidegym-flp, e.g. as chromosomes
to make it useable with genetic algorithms.
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Algorithm 1 An algorithm with caption
1: Initialise gym and gym-flp
2: M ← Initialise instance of RL model class
3: env ← instance of class GymEnv 
 Use env=gym.make(...)
4: T ← Number of train steps (int)
5: s0 ← env.reset() 
 obtain initial observation
6: for t = 1, T do
7: Sample random action a from action space A
8: Pass a to env and receive tuple return (o, r , d, i) 
 env.step(a)
9: Pass tuple to RL algorithm (Update replay buffer, value function, network weights, ...) and update M
10: end for
11: Save RL model, delete env

12: Start evaluation run:
13: Make new env
14: eval_env ← instance of class GymEnv
15: o ← eval_env.reset() 
 obtain initial observation
16: M ← Load RL model
17: d ← False
18: mhc ← empty list
19: while d �= True do
20: a ← predict a for o from M
21: Pass a to eval_env and receive tuple return (o, r , d, i)
22: Append i to mhc
23: end while
24: Plot/Interpret mhc

7 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we present a Python library intended to assist operations researchers
in advancing the usage of Reinforcement Learning techniques for Facility Layout
Problems. As RL has gained traction as a methodology for related combinatorial
optimisation problems, we firmly believe that this is a direction worth exploring. As an
initial stepping stone, we implemented three commonly used FLP problem definitions
(QAP, FBS, and STS) plus an open-field layout problem (OFP) including the material
handling cost computation. The package follows the conventions used in the OpenAI
Gym framework allowing the FLP instances to serve as future benchmark problems
for RL in FLP research.

We consider this package in its current version as a starting point for other keen FLP
researchers who can freely modify our environments by accessing their local copy of
gym-flp.py and make amendments to, e.g., reward signals or even add whole new
environments to it. We encourage interested researchers to explore the functionality
of the package and to engage in, among others, the following activities:

• Filing issues where reproducible code problems arise
• Adding additional RL algorithms by providing an agent branch
• Writing further unit tests using test branches
• Introducingmore FLP components by submitting a feature branch (drop-off points,
row-based layouts, other reward mechanisms, etc.)
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